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Senior Stewards Report 
 

Name of Track Woodbine  

Date Wednesday, 14 Aug 2019 Post-time 18:45 

Weather Race 1 - 8: Clear (Temp: 22 deg. C)  

Track Conditions  Type: Tapeta Turf: Firm 

Number of Races 8  

Scratches         Vet: 1 Stewards: 2 Track:   

 

Senior Steward Associate Steward Associate Steward 

Neil Mccoag John Dorion Allan Stiff 

 
Report on day’s Events: (Backstretch - accidents, fines, suspensions, objections, disqualifications, refunds, pertinent incidents, 

general details etc., Film Reviews, Races, Claims) 

 

Backstretch:  

Pegasus System not available until further notice according to Woodbine Management, Using the 
On Track system tonight 
 
 
 
Group from the AGCO attended the stand and backstretch  

Film Reviews: 

none 

Races: 

R1-Clear/ no front tower shot  apparently  no available operator We asked that another person be 
assigned to the front tower 
 
R2-Reviewed racing around the turn. #1 Fukumoto was having trouble with his mount and made 
a lateral move coming off the turn that forced #3 Da Silva to check. #3 finished ahead of the #1 so 
no placings necessary. Fukumoto cautioned  
 
R3-Reviewed racing around the turn #12 Campbell (14th) grabbed up. He indicated he was in a 
bad spot and had to take out, pressure was coming more from the inside, inconclusive on the 

  

  



film. 
 
R4-Clear 
 
R5-Clear 
 
R6-Stewards inquiry after the break. #5 Fukumoto (4th) appeared to stumble as the #6 Hernandez 
crosses over. Spoke to both riders. Fukumoto said there was slight contact. Hernandez did not 
think there was contact. Reviewed available shots. It could not be determined if there was contact 
or if the #5 stumbled as it was taking back. No change in the order of finish Inquiry tape 
https://youtu.be/CM3X6wqe91g 
 
R7-reviewed stretch run the #4 (1st) and #1 (2nd) brush together, no impact on the outcome. 
Spoke to Patrick Husbands #1 after the race who said he thought his horse just changed leads 
hadn’t realized that they may have touched 
 
R8-Clear 
 
Handle $3,099,998 

Claims: 
 
R2- #7 Deese Nike claimed by owner/trainer Debra Rombis $7500 
 
R3- #8 Big Mamba claimed by M. Lay and D Mac Racing trainer Don MacRae $25,000 
 
R4- claim void not completed properly 
 
R6-#4 Cypress Park ( 2way shake) claimed by Malta Manor Stables trainer Lenore Dubois 
$10,000 

 

 

https://youtu.be/CM3X6wqe91g

